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T
his year my wife Jeannie and I will
celebrate our 35  weddingth

anniversary.   Ever since we publically
announced our commitment to each other,
we have reflected on the
importance of hospitality.   Our
wedding text came from the
first six verses of Hebrews 13
which include this exhortation:
“Do not forget to show
hospitality to strangers, for by
so doing some people have
shown hospitality to angels
without knowing it.” (13:2)  
Over the decades we have
shown hospitality to hundreds
of strangers – many who have
now become lifetime friends.   I
don’t know how many of them
have been angels, but this I do
know: hospitality is at the heart of the gospel. 
It is essential to our witness as Christians.  
And Douglas Webster’s book Table Grace is a
welcome overview of the role of hospitality in
the Christian life.

Webster’s book is much more than a
simple “how-to manual” on hospitality.   You
might be disappointed, as I first was, reading
this book.   I expected that Table Grace would
give me practical ideas how I could encourage
the practice of hospitality in my life and the
lives of others.   Webster does gives plenty of
personal examples of how he and his family
have shown hospitality.   But, rather than

being a “how-to manual”, Table Grace gives
the biblical foundations to the practice of
hospitality – the theology behind it all.  
Tracing the biblical story, Webster shows the
importance of hospitality.    As he begins this
book:   “God’s invitation to table fellowship
can be found throughout the Bible.  A simple
meal is one of the best places to begin to
understand and practice true spirituality....  

The act of opening our homes and
lives to friends and strangers holds
real promise of spiritual growth.” (9)

Throughout our married life,
Jeannie and I have discovered a truth
that Webster underscores in the
opening chapter of his book:
“Hospitality has greater rewards than
most of us imagine: ‘Whoever
receives you receives me, and
whoever receives me receives him
who sent me.’ (Matt. 10:40)....  One of
the best-kept secrets about hospitality
is that those who offer it benefit more
than those who receive it.   When we

open the front door of our homes to friends
and strangers, set the table, put on a meal,
and break bread together, we invite God’s
blessing.   We think of hospitality as giving to
others, but what if hospitality is the Lord’s
way of bringing people into our lives who will
give to us?....” (10)    Showing hospitality is
one sure way to prove the truism of Jesus’
statement, as quoted by the apostle Paul: “It
is more blessed to give than to receive.” (Acts
20:35)

Do not be fooled by the title of this book: 
Table Grace.    This is not a collection of
prayers that you can use when you say “grace”
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at mealtimes.   What Webster does is take the
various elements of table fellowship and
intertwine them with what the Bible tells us
about the role of hospitality in
the life of the believer.   Think
about inviting someone to a
meal, setting the table, table
manners, lunch at work, table
talk, the bread we eat,
breakfast on the beach, the
family meal, and those we
invite as guests.  All of these are
aspects of everyday life.   As
Webster comments: “Spirituality is often
squeezed into a corner of life reserved for
pious reflections and church services.   But
God intended spirituality to be at the center
of our ordinary, everyday life together.” (18) 
He goes on:

Table grace is food for the mind, a metaphor

for communion with God.

Table grace is food for the body, a means for

sustaining physical strength.

Table grace is food for the soul, a method for

understanding God’s values.

Table grace is food for the hungry, a model for

serving Christ as His kingdom. (18)

One of the key Old Testament passages
Webster explores is well-known and well-
loved Psalm 23.   He writes: “The psalmist’s
metaphors are a form of literary hospitality,
inviting us to the truth of God’s redemptive
love.   The well-set table, the festive oil, the
brimming cup suggest a victory celebration.”
(26)    But there are also the two short phrases
in Psalm 23 – the ‘valley of the shadow of
death’ and ‘in the presence of my enemies.’    I
appreciate Webster’s reflections on these
phrases:   “The metaphors do not spoil the
picture; they connect the picture to reality.  
The spiritual life is not something that takes
place in a sanctuary removed from the hassles
and hostility of the world.    David is ....
thinking of God’s gracious provision in the
midst of his enemies.” (26-27)   

But then Webster goes on to link Psalm 23
to the gospel we know in Christ.   “Only
Christ’s eucharistic meal does justice to the

psalmist’s imagery of the table prepared ‘in
the presence of my enemies.’   God’s table
grace extends from daily bread to the Bread of

Life.   The Lord has set a table
for us and He invites us into His
presence, but it is up to us to
respond to His invitation.  
Surely the Lord does not force
us to eat with Him, but who
would turn down such
hospitality?” (30)

Another biblical story
Webster explores is the account of Abraham’s
encounter with three unexpected guests as
recorded in Genesis 18.   From this story he
notes a number of aspects of good hospitality. 
 He points out that good hospitality is humble,
eager, extravagant, and it follows the principle
of the exchanged life.  I could really relate to
the aspect of humility.   Quoting C.S. Lewis
Webster writes:   “Next to the Blessed
Sacrament itself, your neighbor is the holiest
object presented to your senses.”  (34)   He
adds: “Instead of insisting that people need to
prove their value by who they know or what
they have done, we will accept them as image-
bearers of God.   We will welcome them even
as Christ has welcomed us.” (35)   This has
been our practice of hospitality.   We open our
home to complete strangers; our welcome is
the welcome of Christ.

In the Abraham story Sarah is told about
the good news of a soon to be pregnancy.  
This child of promise is linked to God’s saving
work in salvation history.   Webster points out
that “the promise of the gospel was meant to
be shared around the table.   Christian
hospitality is the way our children, friends,
relatives, and neighbors were meant to hear
the gospel.” (43)   How true!   In our home,
table fellowship extended to guests,
neighbors, and strangers is one of the best
ways we know to engage in gospel
conversations.   Quoting Eugene Peterson: “A
primary, maybe the primary, venue for

To bow in prayer and to break bread

together is a eucharistic experience. 

This is because Christ is the real

host, inviting us into His fellowship by

His grace and mercy.
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evangelism in Jesus’ life was the meal.” (43-
44)   

One of my favourite chapters in Table
Grace is chapter four: Table Manners.   He
asks us to “consider the difference between a
banquet sponsored by the world and banquet
hosted by the Lord.   The
poor, weak, lame, and sick
are invited to Jesus’ table,
but the status-seeking, self-
important social climbers are
not.... those who are aware
of their tremendous need for
God are included.” (45-46)  
Not only does Webster
discuss the parable of the
great banquet(Luke 13) but
he goes on to illustrate what
Jesus had in mind with two
stories: King David’s
hospitality to Mephibosheth, the crippled son
of Jonathan (2 Sam. 9:1-13) and the apostle
Paul breaking bread among the pagans after
the shipwreck (Acts 27).   Webster concludes:
“Instead of using people for our self-interests,
Jesus invites us into fellowship with Himself
for the sake of redeeming the lost....  Table
manners in Jesus’ Kingdom ethic are as radical
as there are life-fulfilling.” (56)   All of this
ought to make us think about the guest list
the next time we show hospitality.

Table fellowship is much more than simply
food.   When we show hospitality, it is much
more than giving a feed!   In speaking about
Jesus’ feeding the multitudes, Webster makes
a good point when he writes, “The need for
food was significant, but not singular.   If Jesus
had met only this basic need, he would have
been guilty of kingdom negligence and
spiritual malpractice.   He called the
miraculous feeding a ‘sign’, or a pointer, and
confronted the crowds with the fact that their
interest in Him was only because their
stomachs were full.   He persisted in using
their felt need as a ‘bridge’ to a greater truth
(John 6:27)” (89)   “The Bread of Heaven is as

real as my daily bread.” (98)   When we show
hospitality we have great opportunities to
point people to the real food.

In Table Grace Webster goes on to make
the point that the simple act of hospitality or
table fellowship can become a vehicle for God

to be at the center of our
ordinary, every-day life together.  
There is splendour in the
ordinary.   It is through hospitality
and meal time conversations that
we will have opportunity to share
some of the most profound truths
of the gospel.  The pattern of
hospitality is at the heart of the
gospel.   

It should not surprise us,
therefore, that the Bible
encourages all believers to

“practice hospitality” (Romans 12:13) and puts
hospitality high on the list of qualifications to
become an overseer or elder (1 Tim. 3:2).  
This being true, Table Grace would be a good
book for church leaders to read.   The relevant
questions at the end of every chapter will help
the reader to discover why meals with
meaning matter and explore how to apply the
principles shared.   This is a great book to have
in every church library.   Don’t just read this
book, but prepare your next guest list.   Invite
the stranger.   Watch your table manners. 
Break bread together.  Point to the real food.  
And don’t be surprised at the grace you will
find at the table.  
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